OUTSIDE THE BOX

Join Sister Cities of Nashville, American exchange student Lauren, Magdeburg exchange student, and SCN Board members Tom and Burkley for presentation on Magdeburg, Germany!

Thursday, 30 April 2020 • 11AM • Your House!
Trip Itinerary

When: Thursday, Apr 30, 2020 11:00 AM

Topic: Magdeburg, Germany

What you'll learn about:

- An overview of Magdeburg, Germany
- What it's like to live in Magdeburg including:
  - Traditional foods and every day meals
  - Popular activities and lifestyle
  - A typical school day
- What questions do YOU have?
  - Submit your questions about Magdeburg to info@scnashville.org and we'll answer them during the presentation!

Join by Video
https://zoom.us/j/95370438537?
pwd=Y1orNVRsYzRkbk12NkJOdUQ2VDgvQT09

Meeting ID: 953 7043 8537
Password: 014456

Call in and Listen
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
WHAT'S UNIQUE ABOUT MAGDEBURG?

Magdeburg dates all the way back to 805 A.D. At 1,200 years old, Magdeburg was home to the Holy Roman Emperor, Otto I. It is also full of architectural wonders as well. Can you name some of the unique structures that call Magdeburg home?

HOW ARE WE THE SAME?    HOW ARE WE DIFFERENT?

What are some things about Magdeburg that are similar to Nashville? What are some things that are different?

WHAT IS SOMETHING YOU LEARNED ABOUT MAGDEBURG TODAY?

Take a minute to write down your thoughts about what you learned. Would you like to visit Magdeburg someday? Why or why not? What would you do when you get there? Do you think you could ever LIVE there?
Resources

HTTPS://WWW.KIDS-WORLD-TRAVEL-GUIDE.COM/GERMANY-FACTS.HTML

This website offers a host of resources for learning more about all of Germany. It includes facts about food, castles, culture, history, and travel.

HTTPS://WWW.BRITANNICA.COM/PLACE/MAGDEBURG-GERMANY

Encyclopedia Britannica's page on Magdeburg gives a great overview from its beginnings over a thousand years ago in 805 A.D. to its role in modern history including WWII.

HTTPS://WWW.THECRAZYTOURIST.COM/15-BEST-THINGS-MAGDEBURG-GERMANY/

This site offers an overview of Magdeburg's most famous landmarks including wonderful pictures!